
Spelling Words By Grade Level 
 

Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7 
that more bedroom autumn school oxygen favorite 
and store we’re winter counselor principal parallel 
the before lunch august language saxophone regulate 
for born hillside raise computer Celsius participation 

from dear without balance compliment effect cruelty 
on visit homework splendid ritual recommend personality 
are dish forever tonight plaid achieve university 
you very apple measure umpire friendship certainty 
not learn butter alphabet satisfying guitar juvenile 
yes street hello telephone getting mercury victim 
fog team little begged pushed Fahrenheit executive 
red leap sudden rough major tuxedo penguin 
bed woman those paragraph chance hygiene whirlpool  
met field fresh noticed picture symptoms electricity 
did work shower giggled energetic tightly mimicked 
win empty lesson cried echo teammates abbreviation 
fed best athlete declares inquire lightning gauge 
him plate ankle general flying retreat biscuit 
ten band partner probably timing thieves decision 
frog glass isn’t thought bacon frighten introduction 
log skirt giant special explode medical imaginary 
bus trust right costume radio tangerine vocabulary 
just fast midnight beaches grease cereal secretary 
had stand wading angrily motive impress niece’s 
jump drink shouldn’t considerate throne atlas someone 
dip going children extreme afternoon fourteen asterisk 
sell strong awhile twinkling commission embarrass impartial 
gas angry sneeze cherish exhaust physical ancestor 
luck down smash practice kneel noticed suburban 
clock noise brought plain business southern acceptable 
lamp duck touch plane remember movie aircraft 
grand kick answer allowed horizon pumpkin congress 
name cookie basket guessed carnival inspiration cemetery 
rope roast evening interested distraction excitement finally 
five spoke copy earthquake encourage ability popular 

sheep chair idea sturdy revolution impact rectangle 
seed church pillow scientist industrial vision identical 
bump family loud thundering soldier hatchet roommate 
nose sing house wherever lamppost entrance homemade 
tree watch pocket juicy baseball difficult advisory 

water mouth melt creamy throughout survive machinery 
hope pretty mouse delicious assembly allergies socialize 
wet friend harbor cheese college decent justice 
way bread farmer spaghetti scribble chaos treasure 
blue maybe follow yogurt committee suggestion opinion 

 


